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Abstract

Research shows that organizations with a diverse labor force, containing high

racial and ethnic variety, are more successful and make higher profits than the

average. Inclusive recruitment by companies is an effective way to attract a more

diverse labor force. A condition for inclusive recruitment is the elimination of

discriminatory cues and exclusive language in job description texts. In this thesis,

the topic of discrimination in text is researched. Based on this, a BERT based

sequence classification system is proposed to detect excluding phrases in job ads.

The results of the executed classification task provide insight into the limitations

and challenges of this task and into this under-investigated field of research, and

aim to contribute to future work on mitigating a racial bias in job ads.
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“All things are subject to interpretation.

Whichever interpretation prevails at a given

time is a function of power and not truth.”

- FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE
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1 Introduction

As a result of globalization, an increasing number of organizations are necessitated to

adjust their communication strategies to a more diverse labor force. These developments

bring the benefits of diversity, such as positive organizational change and multicultural-

ism (Stevens et al., 2008), but do also bring some challenges. One of these challenges is

the cultural bias in the way we communicate, which occurs in various important ways.

Members of certain groups tend to differ in their attitudes toward the significance of

another group in everyday life, but are often unaware of their membership of a group

when this group makes up for a majority (Allen, 2007). As a result of the cultural bias

and the unawareness of the membership this bias underlies, communication between

the majority group and another can have undesired outcomes, such as discrimination

and exclusion of minority groups.

Preventing and eliminating discrimination and exclusion are goals that are relevant

for all aspects of society and everyday life. Even so, these goals are important to

pursue for companies and commercial organizations, in order to create a healthy working

environment for everyone. In recent years, different researchers have claimed that

companies with a more diverse labor force are more profitable compared to companies

with a less diverse labor force. As a result, companies try to make diversity and

inclusivity one of their top priorities. For a company to ensure an inclusive working

space, the first step is to focus on the inclusive recruitment of employees. Although

literature on the concept of discrimination in society has always been there, the idea of

inclusive recruitment only gained popularity in the past decades. An inclusive corporate

culture - and therewith the use of inclusive recruitment strategies - is desirable for

both employer and (potential) employees for various reasons. However, prevention

of exclusion or discrimination is not only desirable. In fact, exclusion based on for

example skin color, sexual orientation, age, and religion is against the law, and as the

number of companies that have inclusivity and diversity as their priority grows, the

demand of companies for tools to ensure a more inclusive way of recruiting increases.
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Since the type of discrimination we see in job ads can occur both intentionally and

unintentionally, the Dutch Institute for Human Rights formulated guidelines to prevent

discrimination in job advertisements from happening. The first guideline is to select

individuals based on competencies, and not personality types. The second one is to only

focus on characteristics, skills and knowledge that are relevant to the position. Although

these guidelines can provide some indication on how to correctly address and recruit

possible employees, there is still a risk of exclusive language use in job advertising texts.

Avery et al. (2013) show a positive relationship between the intentions of job seekers

to pursue employment and the expectations of affirmation of their social identity. Thus,

words that can be perceived as cues for inclusivity can be attractive to job seekers of

a minority group. An idea emerging from these findings is that job advertising text

containing terms that can be perceived as excluding will work in the opposite direction.

However, not all terms that are repellent to job seekers are terms that are racist or

excluding at first sight.

Research by Wille and Derous (2017) on inclusive recruitment shows that ethnic

minority job seekers can be scared off by certain words in job advertising since they

expect that majorities have a negative stereotype about them. These so-called meta-

stereotypes as described by (Vorauer et al., 1998) play an important role in pursuing

inclusive language use. Meta-stereotypes reflect what a member of a certain social group

believes members of another social (majority-group) think about them. Since terms

that one might see as neutral, can be very offensive or triggering to another person, it

is important to be precautious with the language one uses.

Follow-up research by Wille and Derous (2018) on how terms used in job ads can

stop people from applying, shows the impact of meta-stereotyping on job attraction

and decision to apply when terms related to stereotypes are used. The results showed

that applicants of a certain social group were less likely to apply to an advertising text

when the text contained terms to describe a personal trait that could be linked to a

stereotype of that group (for example women and ’being calm’ ). Based on these findings,

one could say that getting the words of a job advertising text right is one of the most

important aspects of inclusive recruiting. However, this is easier said than done. When
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the writer of a certain job ad is a member of a majority-group, there is a high risk of

unawareness of meta-stereotypes and (unintentional) use of exclusive language.

Not only are more inclusive texts desirable from a sociological point of view, but there

are also more reasons to pursue the elimination of discriminatory cues in text. As a result

of the developments in the field of Artificial Intelligence in the past years, algorithmic

decision-making arose. With the advent of the latter, algorithmic biases have become

an important and much debated topic. From a more ethical and technical point of view,

investigating the presence of discriminatory cues in text in order to eliminate them, can

contribute to research on the topic of algorithmic biases. Because algorithms are built

on data created by humans, we need to be aware of the fact that this data is intertwined

with all kinds of biases. Therefore, studying racial biases in text, and becoming aware

of discriminatory cues could hopefully contribute to overcoming a racial algorithmic bias.

A company that is engaged in making the language of various companies more

inclusive and in fighting all kinds of biases in texts is Textmetrics. Textmetrics offers its

customers a data-driven tool that analyzes the customers’ content and offers different

kinds of optimization steps based on the customer its desires. This augmented writing

platform provides suggestions on among others, readability, findability, augmented

, and for different inclusivity topics such as gender bias and age bias. A topic to

include in this tool is cultural/racial bias, which will play a central role in the current

thesis. In this thesis, the main topic of investigation is detecting cultural discrimination

in job advertising text. Tackling the problem of cultural discrimination in job texts

could contribute to a more inclusive way of recruiting employees by companies, and

consequently lead to a more diverse labor force. The research done for this thesis was

supervised by Textmetrics.
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1.1 Goal and Research Question

The main goal of this thesis is to contribute to the process of making job advertising

texts more inclusive and to provide a detailed, transparent way to indicate whether or

not a job ad contains discriminatory terms. Since this task is undefined in literature,

and the availability of data on this topic is scarce, I aim to contribute to this field by

analyzing the feasibility of detecting discriminatory language in job ads. The central

question to be answered is:

How can cues for exclusive language use or discrimination based on cultural

grounds automatically be detected in job advertising text?

In order to formulate an answer to the main question, the following sub-questions are

formulated:

1. What does exclusion on cultural grounds mean?

2. Which words are indicative of discriminatory language use?

3. How to classify discriminatory cues in text automatically?

4. How can we overcome possible challenges and limitations in classifying

discriminatory terms?

To form an answer to the central question, the current thesis will approach this

question from different perspectives in an interdisciplinary manner. First, the focus will

lay on a more sociolinguistic level in which defining cultural exclusion will be the main

topic of investigation. In this first part, the first sub-question: What does exclusion

on cultural grounds mean? will be answered. To continue, the second sub-question

Which words are indicative for discriminatory language use? will be answered. This

second question follows on from the first part of this thesis, but will also highlight some

important aspects to be taken into account for the design of a cue detection system.

After formulating an answer to these first two questions, the focus will shift to the

more technical side of detecting discrimination in job advertising texts. The third

sub-question to be answered is: How can a system for detecting discriminatory cues

efficiently be designed?. In this chapter, different models for sequence classification will

be discussed, trained and tested since the detection of discrimination is a classification

task in the current thesis. After that, the main challenges and limitations of this project

will be discussed in great detail. To conclude this thesis, all prior mentioned points will
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be connected to form an answer to the central question in this thesis. On top of that,

recommendations will be given on how to approach this task in future research.
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2 Theoretical Framework

In this chapter, the different terms that are used throughout this thesis will be described.

The main goal of this chapter is to get a clearer view of what discrimination on cultural

grounds and inclusive and exclusive language use means. Based on this explanation, The

Hofstede Model of National Culture (G. Hofstede, 2001 will be discussed. To continue,

related work on terminology extraction and Natural Language Processing approaches

used to handle the task will be discussed.

2.1 Terms and Definitions

A first contribution to research on the topic of inclusive language is to form clear

definitions of the terms related to this topic. By doing so, a clearer image can be

obtained of what a human writer should avoid in a job advertising text in the first

place, and in a later stadium what a system should find when handling the task of

discrimination detection in text.

2.1.1 Discrimination

In order to research the topic of exclusion and discrimination in text, the term discrimi-

nation needs to be defined.

Discrimination is prohibited by human rights documents and a large number of nations

have constitutional agreed arrangements that outlaw discrimination (Osin and Porat,

2005). Although the vast majority of people probably would agree that discrimination

is morally wrong, there is no clear defined consensus on what the term discrimination

essentially means (Altman, 2011). There is no clear unity when trying to find out what

discrimination is exactly, and different questions are raised about this term. What type

of behavior is discriminatory, and why is this behavior in some cases not discriminatory?

Is discrimination a conceptual truth, or is it a moral judgment? Answering different

questions regarding discrimination can be quite a slippery slope since interdisciplinary

knowledge is required. For the purpose of the current study, the term discrimination will

be defined based on an extensive search within the literature. However, the philosophical

aspects of the term discrimination will be left out of this revision, since they fall outside

the scope of this research.
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In order to find a clear definition of the term discrimination, different sources

have been consulted. The Dutch government describes discrimination as the act of

making unjustified differences in the treatment of people based on e.g. sex or religion

(Rijksoverheid, 2021). Other paradigmatic classifications for discrimination are age, race,

sexual orientation, physical appearance, disability or illness, ideology, social class, and

athletic abilities (Omi and Winant, 1993; Allen, 2007). Discrimination is the display

of naturally and nurtural present biases for individuals or groups. Although humans

are naturally programmed to be able to make distinctions between an in-group and an

out-group (Van der Dennen, 1987) and are thus expected to have an ethnocentric vision,

unfair and unjustified differences in treatment for people belonging to an out-group is

defined as discriminatory and is therefore prohibited.

2.1.2 Inclusivity and Exclusivity

Inclusivity - in the context of this project - is described as the extent to which members

are involved in everyday engagement (Zebracki, 2020). This term describes a desired

cross-cultural competence. The term inclusivity is defined by The Free Dictionary1 as

the fact or policy of not excluding members or participants on the grounds of gender,

race, class, sexuality, disability, etc. The term exclusivity means the exact opposite of

the previously mentioned term.

2.1.3 Direct Discrimination versus Exclusion

Although there are debates on whether discrimination and exclusion are terms that

can be interchangeably used, within the context of this project we will assume they

are. This decision was made based on the common ground that these terms share.

Both concepts relate to the way humans make sense of differences within and between

communities established by us/them distinctions (Duszak, 2002). However, the terms

Direct Discrimination and Exclusive Language which will be used throughout this thesis,

refer to slightly different concepts. The distinction between these two concepts is the

following: to identify a word or a phrase as direct discrimination, I will use a list of

words that are proven by literature to be offensive or perceived as discriminatory. These

1https://www.thefreedictionary.com/inclusivity
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terms can be perceived as discriminatory to the extent that they (in some cases) carry

a racist connotation. The term exclusion or exclusive language is used to refer to cues

in the text that might indicate the origin of the text its writer or can be indicative of a

cultural bias in the data. For the sake of this thesis, the term indirect discrimination is

used for sequences containing cues that indicate exclusive language.
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2.1.4 Culture

The main topic of this thesis is detecting discrimination or exclusion based on cultural

grounds in text. In order to fully understand the meaning of this term and to conduct

research on this topic, the question what exclusion based on cultural grounds exactly

means needs to be answered. Furthermore, the notion of culture needs to be defined.

Hofstede (2001) treats culture as “the collective programming of the mind that distin-

guishes the members of one group or category of people from another”, this definition

is extended by Birukou et al. (2013) proposing a certain set of features (traits) for an

agent to define the term culture. In this study, different dimensions are provided such

as distance between agents and shared beliefs. Although culture transcends national

borders, the fact that distance between agents is a feature to define culture does show a

relation between culture and demographic characteristics. Cultural discrimination is

often a conjunction of racial or ethnic discrimination (Simpson and Yinger, 2013) and

thus includes religion and ethnicity, and is closely related to appearance.

2.1.5 The Hofstede Model of National Culture

Since defining the term culture is quite a challenge and would require years of research,

the definition of the term in the context of this thesis will be the one proposed by Geert

Hofstede in his model of cultural dimensions (G. H. Hofstede, 1980;1980; 2001).

The original model (G. Hofstede, 1980) contained four different dimensions. At present,

The Hofstede model of national culture (G. Hofstede, 2001) consists of six different

dimensions.

The central idea behind Hofstede’s theory of culture is that a culture is made up

of the presence of different features. These features belong to a class, which Hofstede

calls a dimension of culture. The degree to which certain features are present or

absent for all dimensions defines and reflects a certain, distinct human culture. The

six different dimensions that form a culture described by Hofstede are: Power Distance

Index (PDI), Individualism vs Collectivism, Masculinity vs Femininity, Uncertainty

Avoidance Index (AUI), Long Term Orientation vs Short Term Normative Orientation

(LTO) and Indulgence vs Restraint (IVR). The model assumes national borders to be
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the demographic frames of cultures and does not take differences within countries into

account. The six dimensions mentioned earlier will now be explained.

1. The first dimension Power Distance Index (PDI) reflects the degree to which

the less powerful members of the community accept and expect that power is

unevenly distributed. People in a high PDI society accept hierarchical orders and

do not expect justification for the places taken in this hierarchy. People in low

PDI societies strive for equality in the distribution of power and are more likely

to demand justification for inequality in power.

2. The second dimension described by Hofstede is Individualism versus Collectivism

(IDV). This dimension describes the social framework in society. In a individualistic

community, individuals mainly take care of themselves and their immediate family

members. In collectivism, individuals are part of a tightly-knit social framework in

which people loyally care for all members of the particular in-group. The position

of this dimension is reflected by whether an individual’s self-image is perceived as

I or we.

3. The third dimension to be described is the dimension of Masculinity versus

Femininity. This dimension represents the competitiveness of a community and

the preference of society for achievement, heroism, assertiveness, and material

rewards for success. The aspects mentioned are related to the masculinity side of

this third dimension. In opposite, femininity stands for a preference for cooperation,

modesty, looking after the weak, and caring for the quality of life. The society at

large - when more feminine - is more consensus-oriented.

4. The fourth dimension defined by Hofstede is that of Uncertainty Avoidance Index

(UAI). This dimension expresses the degree to which members can cope with

uncertainty and ambiguity. Countries with high UAI value principles, conservative

behavior and ideas, and are less tolerant of progressive ideas. Countries with low

UAI maintain a more relaxed attitude towards new ideas and are more likely to

believe that practice counts more than principles.

5. Long Term Orientation versus Short Term Normative Orientation (LTO) is the

fifth dimension of Hofstede’s 6D model. This dimension reflects how society

views the past should be handled in dealing with challenges of the past and
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future. Societies that score low on this dimension prefer to maintain time-honored

traditions and norms. The cultures that score high on this dimension take a

pragmatic approach for challenges; efforts in modern education are encouraged as

a way to prepare for the future.

6. The last dimension to be described is the dimension of Indulgence versus Restraint

(IVR). Indulgence in society stands for how human drives, such as enjoying life

and having fun are viewed upon in the community. The term restraint reflects the

suppression of gratification of needs and regulates society by strict social norms.

Although The Hofstede Model of National Culture was originally not designed for lin-

guistic use, there is evidence from (socio)linguistic research (Sample, 2013; G. Hofstede

et al., 1998) indicating a relation between various words and the different cultural

dimensions and their characteristics. Examples are the distinction between words that

are associated with individualism and collectivism, such as personal time, freedom, and

cooperation. For which the first two terms are related to individualism, and the latter

to collectivism.

To narrow down the broad scope of the current research, this thesis will assume an

ethnocentric point of view. Obtaining inclusiveness on cultural grounds will thus mean

including members of other cultures than the Dutch culture. To do so, the cultures of

the biggest groups of people with a migration background in the Netherlands will be

taken into account for comparison. According to the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics2,

4.3 million citizens of the Netherlands have a migration background, making up for

almost 25 percent of the total population. The five most common countries of origin for

individuals with a migration background are Turkey, Morocco, Suriname, Indonesia,

and Germany. The scores per dimension for cultures of the three most common origins

are compared to the scores for the Dutch culture. The comparison between the Dutch

culture and the Turkish, Moroccan and Indonesian is visualized in Figure 1.

When looking at Figure 1, one of the most striking things is that The Netherlands

differs quite a lot on at least four of the six dimensions from all other three countries.

The biggest differences between The Netherlands and the other nations included in

2https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/cijfers/detail/83482NED
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Figure 1: Bar Chart of Scores on Hofstede’s Six Dimensions

the charts can be observed for the dimensions Power Distance (PDI), Individualism,

Masculinity, and Indulgence.

When we apply these scores to the explanation of Hofstede’s model, this means

the following: individuals from low Power Distance cultures, such as The Netherlands

(38), are comfortable and accustomed to the fact they are viewed and treated as equals

throughout all layers of an organizational structure (G. H. Hofstede, 1980). Furthermore,

Pascale and Athos (1981) claim that individuals from low PDI countries prefer action,

improvisation, and informal methods in their working environments. The opposite is

true for individuals from high PDI cultures, which are stated to be the culture of Arab

countries, such as Morocco (70).

The scores for all four countries on the dimension Individualism display a very

interesting difference since there is no other dimension for which the scores per culture

are this divergent. In an individualistic culture, individuals are viewed as independent,

self-sufficient, unique, and autonomous. Cultures that are considered to be individualistic

are the United States, Germany and The Netherlands (80). In so-called collectivist

cultures, which score low on Individualism, characteristics like self-sacrifice, generosity

and helpfulness are considered important traits.
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2.1.6 Converting Hofstede’s Dimensions to Linguistic Features

As stated earlier, The Hofstede Model of National Culture assumes a national culture

for every country. Although this model was not originally designed to apply to linguistic

behavior, different studies indicate how culture and the words we use are interdependent

of each other. In the current subsection, I will briefly discuss the results from various

sociolinguistic studies to illustrate the relationship between culture and the words we use.

Then, the linguistic features - terms and phrases- related or strongly associated with

the Dutch Culture will be discussed based on the six cultural dimensions of Hofstede.

The claim that language and culture are inseparable from each other has always

been there in the field of socio-linguistics. One of the most famous theories regarding

this topic is the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, for which the foundation was already laid in

1820. The main idea of this hypothesis is that language has a strong impact on our

perception of the world (Kay and Kempton, 1984). The influence of differences on

cultural dimensions on the way humans use language is shown in research by Ma and

Schoeneman (1997). This study reported how the majority of Kenyan people - who

come from a collectivist culture - describe themselves in terms of their roles within a

group. In contrast to almost half of the Americans (individualist country) in this study,

who were found to use personal characteristics to describe themselves. Several studies,

among others by Gaucher et al. (2011) and Collier and Zhang (2016) were executed to

support the idea that the words chosen to attract applicants in job ads are important.

Most of these studies show the effect of gender-bias in job descriptions. Results show an

effect on the number of female candidates applying when job texts contain masculine

terms or phrases.

Although various studies indicate the importance of using the right words in job

descriptions, there is not much research on the topic of cultural biases in job ads. The

current thesis aims to make a small contribution to this field of research. Since there

is not much literature on this topic, and there are no annotated corpora available for

discriminatory language in formal texts, the terms viewed as exclusive language still

need to be invented. To do so, words related to Hofstede’s dimensions will be extracted

from literature. The main idea behind this approach is that people from the Dutch

culture might be unaware of the fact that they are writing a job advertising text with
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”Dutch-culture words”. By searching for these words, I try to make a clear indication of

texts that carry a Dutch cultural connotation and are typically used in Dutch cultural

job descriptions. It is assumed that people are less attracted by advertising texts that

are written in a way that - possibly unconsciously - but strongly indicates a culture

other than theirs.

Figure 2: Bar Chart of Scores on Hofstede’s Six Dimensions for The Netherlands

As shown in Figure 2, The Netherlands scores fairly high on the dimensions Long

Term Orientation and Indulgence. Furthermore, the figure shows the low scores on

the dimensions Power Distance and Masculinity. More concrete, this means that

future rewards, in particular, perseverance and thrift are of great importance in the

Dutch (working) culture and that human drives such as fun and pleasure are valued

as important. These scores on the different dimensions also mean that less powerful

members of institutions and organizations do not necessarily expect and accept that

power is distributed unequally. The Dutch culture lacks a very clear hierarchical

structure, since power is quite equally distributed. This fact is supported by the scores

on the Power Distance dimension. The low scores on masculinity suggest a feminine

culture. For all these remarkable dimensions, related words are extracted from the

literature. The words that are strongly associated with the scores on these dimensions

will now be discussed.
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• Power Distance - low

Start-up mentality, flat organizational structure, accountability, reliability, respon-

sibility, ’have your say’, leadership development, open culture.

• Individualism - high

Competition, enjoyment, pleasure, an exciting life, a varied life, self-reliance, social

recognition, freedom, equality, imagination, and broad-mindedness, ’it’s up to you,

your career (Preston et al., 1993; Triandis et al., 1985; Triandis et al., 1990);

Being independent, choosing own goals, having an exciting life, and having a

varied life. (Grimm et al., 1999); Choose and decision (Grant, 2017)3

• Masculinity - low

Affectionate, child, cheerful, committed, communal, compassionate, connected,

considerate, cooperative, dependent, dependence, emotional*, empathy/emphatic,

feminine, flatterable, gentle, honest*, interpersonal, interdependen*, interpersonal,

kind, kinship, loyal*, modesty, nag, nurture, pleasant*, polite, quiet*, respon*, sen-

sitiv*, submissive, support*, sympath*, tender*, together*, trust*, understand*,

warm*, whin*, yield (Gaucher et al., 2011)4.

• Long Term Orientation - high

perseverance, thrift, and adapting to changing circumstances (Hofstede website);

No day is the same, future, pragmatic, invest in your future, flexibility.

• Indulgence - high

benevolence, boon, courtesy, favor, grace, kindness, mercy, service.

In this chapter, I tried to formulate an answer to the question which words are

indicative for cultural discrimination in text. Two different forms of discrimination

were defined as answer to this question. On one hand we have direct discriminatory

terms, that can be perceived as racist or offensive. On the other hand, words related to

the Dutch culture are provided. Although these terms are probably not perceived as

3For the purpose of this project, all conjugations of to choose and to decide are taken into account
4The asterisk(*) defines that all variants of this noun stems are taken into consideration
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discriminatory or racist by most people, these terms can indicate the Dutch origin of

the text its writer and might therefore not be as attractive to job seekers from other

cultures as to Dutch job seekers. For the purpose of this research, these terms are

referred to as indirectly discriminatory.
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2.2 Related Work

In this related work section, different studies and approaches regarding Paraphrase

Mining and classification systems will be discussed. The section on Paraphrase Mining

will explain the method for extracting sentences with high similarity. Which makes up

for the first task to be executed in order to build a system to detect discrimination in

job description texts. To conclude this section, literature on classification systems will

be discussed.

2.2.1 Paraphrase Mining

In order to extend the list of terms and phrases that can be considered to be direct

discriminatory, a bootstrapping task will be executed on the list of direct discriminatory

words as provided by Textmetrics. This bootstrapping task is executed using paraphrase

mining techniques. In this section of the current report, related work on Paraphrase

Mining will be discussed.

An exact and regularly acknowledged meaning of paraphrasing does not exist. This

is one of the reasons that have kept computational semantics from efficiently dealing

with this phenomenon in its systems and applications (Vila et al., 2014). The general

idea is that the term paraphrase describes the phenomenon of two texts containing

the same information but are presented in a different way. There are different forms

of paraphrases to be distinguished. A detailed revision of different ways sentences can

be paraphrases of each other is an interesting question in the field of pragmatics, and

will therefore fall outside the scope of this research. For this research, sentences will be

considered to be paraphrases based on semantic similarity.

Detecting paraphrases in text is crucial for the interpretation and generation of natural

language and is widely used for all kinds of purposes, such as responsive systems,

summarizing applications and the generation of more varied and fluent texts. Mining

these paraphrases by looking at semantic similarity is done by comparing the embeddings

of sentences to each other. One approach is to do so, is by computing the cosine similarity

of all sentences in a pair-wise manner. For different pair-wise scoring tasks, sentence

embedding techniques are able to jointly encode pairs of sentences. However, computing

the similarity of sentences in a pairwise way, has a quadratic runtime complexity and
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might therefore not be suitable for big data sets. In order to reduce the runtime, the

highest scoring pairs in a set can be detected using Paraphrase Mining. In this approach,

the data set is chunked into smaller pieces to reduce the memory requirement. The

highest scoring pairs are extracted and the top n most relevant sentences for the current

batch are returned.

For the task of paraphrase mining, Sentence-BERT (SBERT) (Reimers and Gurevych,

2019) is used. This model is a modification of the pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al.,

2018) network that is created to overcome the computational overhead that occurs when

using BERT for sentence-pair regression tasks. Although BERT is stated to achieve

high performance on several sentence-pair tasks, the disadvantage is that there are no

independent sentence representations generated. The constructional unsuitability of

BERT to extract semantic similarity from data sets containing over 10,000 sentences,

has led to the publication of SBERT. This model applies BERT independently on the

inputs followed by mean pooling on the output to create fixed-sized sentence embeddings

(Thakur et al., 2020). SBERT is fine-tuned on the Stanford Natural Language Inference

(SNLI) (Bowman et al., 2015) corpus data. As a first step, this remodeled network of

the pre-traind BERT uses siamese and triplet network structures to extract sentence

embeddings. A siamese network is a neural network that uses the same weights while

working on two different input vectors. This method is used to compare two different

input and determine their similarity (Chicco, 2021), which can be described as a distance

function for locality-sensitive hashing. Triplet network is an improvement of siamese

networks. Triplet networks use three input samples instead of two, which are divided

into anchor, negative and positive instances. The advantage of a triplet network over

a siamese network is that a triplet network can learn negative and positive distances

simultaneously. Another advantage is that the number of possible combinations in the

data decreases, which can contribute to avoid overfitting. The second step is comparing

the created sentence embeddings using cosine-similarity. Cosine-similarity is a measure

of resemblance between two vectors in a space. The cosine similarity basically is the

angle between the two vectors and ranges from 0 to 1. In NLP applications, the

cosine-similarity vectors are usually term frequency vectors of the documents. For these

applications, the cosine-similarity can provide insight in textual similarity and is widely

used for paraphrase mining since the document-pairs ranked with the highest cosine
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similarity scores are expected to be alike.

However, paraphrase mining does come with some challenges. One of the important

things to keep in mind is that some expressions might be paraphrases of each other, but

are not semantically similar in a generic context. An example of this are the phrases To

book a table and To make diner reservations. Although these sentences are not similar

in form, they are practically identical in meaning. Therefore, a system for detecting

paraphrases would not necessarily consider those phrases as similar, whereas humans

would. As a result, methods used to extract paraphrases are expected to miss some of

the information that humans would catch based on real-world knowledge. However, the

loss of information is expected to be minor, compared to the time saved by machine

extraction.

2.2.2 BERT for Text Classification

Throughout the most recent couple of years, language models acquired ground for

classification tasks. In 2018, BERT, short for Bidirectional Encoder Representations

from Transformers, was presented as a bidirectional language model (Devlin et al., 2018).

It was unique in relation to existing language models since it utilizes masked language

models (MLM), meaning that random input tokens get masked. This results in the

system having to predict the correct token based on the context (Liu et al., 2019). In

practice, this means that BERT randomly masks words in a given sentence and tries to

predict the words that should be on the blanks. To do so, a given percentage of the

input tokens is masked by replacing these randomly picked tokens with a [MASK] token.

In masking, the model uses the full context by looking in both directions which explains

the name Bidirectional Encoder. Before the launching of BERT, existing models like

ELMo were simply ready to handle language unidirectional. In light of the construction

of BERT, new models were presented like mBERT, the multilingual variant of BERT,

and various other structures that were trained on additional information like RoBERTa.

BERT models are usually pre-trained on a large corpus of text, then fine-tuned

for specific tasks. In the experimental setup for this research, the multilingual BERT

(mBERT) model pre-trained for sequence classification is used. As well as the Dutch

pre-trained BERT model (BERTje) (de Vries et al., 2019) and the multilingual XLM-

RoBERTa model (Conneau et al., 2020). The reason for choosing XLM-RoBERTa is
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that this model is proven to outperform mBERT on various tasks (Conneau et al., 2020).
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2.3 Task Description

Discrimination is prohibited by law. Therefore, most job advertising text will not

contain discrimination through offensive speech or explicit racial predilection. However,

some forms of discrimination can be present in job advertising texts, intentionally

and unintentionally. Although discrimination is not expressed in an obvious, offensive

manner, in the context of this project the following terms are referred to as direct

discrimination. Discriminatory cues can be present in quite obvious manners, but can

also be present in more subtle ways. In example Sentence 1, 2 and 3, the discriminatory

cues are marked in bold. These examples also illustrate the difference between subtlety

in discriminatory or exclusive language use.

1. “Je hebt de Nederlandse nationaliteit.”

In Sentence 1 (translated to You have the Dutch nationality) the discriminatory nature

of the statement is evident: referring to an individual its nationality and excluding all

applicants with other nationalities is discrimination by definition.

2. “Je hebt een vlekkeloze beheersing van de Nederlandse taal.”

Sentence 2 (You have flawless command of the Dutch language), has a similar implication

as the first example, but the cue is slightly more subtle. The problem in example 2 is

that the text specifically demands an applicant to have a flawless control of language X,

which implies that the applicant must be a native speaker of that language, and thus

refers to the nationality or origin of an applicant.

3. “Je hebt een neutrale uitstraling.”

In Sentence 3 (Your appearance is neutral), the cue for exclusive language use is having

a neutral appearance. Especially for people belonging to a majority-group, this phrase

could be hard to interpret and assign a meaning to. For members of a minority-group

however, this phrase can be triggering. One of the reasons for that is the existence of

meta-stereotypes. Individuals can be hesitant to apply when they are not sure if they

are included in the group of ”neutral looking” people. Although this is not explicitly
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stated, the meaning neutral appears to have referred to whether or not an individual

wears a headscarf for religious reasons in some cases.

Furthermore, some other terms and phrases might be (unintentionally) discrimina-

tory when included in job advertising texts. Describing the after-work activities using

terms as Friday afternoon drinks (“Vrijdagmiddagborrel”) or going to the pub (”de kroeg

in”) can be repellent for applicants for religious reasons.

In this thesis, all sentences containing terms as the ones in examples 1-3 will be

labeled as direct discrimination. The following terms, as provided by Textmetrics and

literature, serve as cues for direct discrimination in text.

• Terms to describe the native tongue of an individual:

vlekkeloze beheersing, native speaker, moedertaalspreker, moedertaal, uitstekende

beheersing, vlekkeloze beheersing, Nederlands is je moedertaal, je hebt Nederlands

als moedertaal, stamtaal, accentloos, geen accent

• Terms to describe the background of a person and offensive terms:

Nederlandse achtergrond, Nederlandse cultuur, Westerse achtergrond, Westers,

Marokkanen, zwart, zwarte, moslim, neger, zwart, wit, rood, geel

• Terms referring to the appearance of an individual

Neutrale uitstraling, je ziet er verzorgd uit, representatief uiterlijk, verzorgd uiter-

lijk, blond, blonde

• Terms that (in)intentionally exclude individuals based on meta-stereotyping:

Integer, betrouwbaar, neutrale uitstraling

• Terms describing after-work activities that (un)intentionally exclude individuals:

Vrijdagmiddagborrel, borrels

To continue, there are other ways in which individuals can be less attracted to

apply based on more unconscious factors of influence. For these forms of indirect

discrimination, Hofstede’s Model of National Culture and the words that are related to

the Dutch culture (as described in subsection 2.1.6) are used. Examples 4, 5, and 6 will

provide an overview of how these terms are used in job advertising texts and why these
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terms could be repellent to applicants from other cultures. The examples given below

are extracted from various deployment agency websites.

4. “We’re a young company with a start-up mentality and (a borderline

insane) hunger to be the best.”

In sentence 4, the job ad describes the company as a place where the workers have

a ’start-up mentality’, expressing the flat hierarchical structure of the company. As

explained in the revision of Hofstede’s model of National Culture, stating this could

be less attractive to job seekers from a culture scoring high on the Power Distance

dimension.

5. “No single day is the same in the role of Sales Assistant.”

In sentence 5, an example is given of a piece of text that might serve as an indicator

for a high Long Term Orientation culture. When no day is the same and the applicant

should thus be able to handle changing circumstances, this could be less attractive to

job seekers from short-term orientation cultures.

6. “Excellent interpersonal skills are essential.”

The example provided in sentence 6 describes a necessary skill an applicant should

have. Although there are many other reasons to name why not to include sentences as

this one in job advertising texts, in this example the emphasis is on the feminine term

interpersonal. This term could be more attractive to people identifying with a more

feminine culture (or for women).

As shown in these examples, there are various ways in which exclusion can be present

in text. The thing examples 1-3 have in common, is that the sentences do not describe

the occupation or the desired capacities of the applicant. Moreover, these sentences

mainly describe the characteristics of the applicant. For indirect discrimination, this is

different. Since these terms indicate the culture of the writer, the applicant can even

be less attracted to apply when these words are used in context about the company

instead of about the desired applicant. The main goal of the current thesis is to design

a system to efficiently identify a great part of these discriminatory cues in text, but the

inconsistency in linguistic characteristics for the terms can form a difficulty in efficiently

classifying these terms.
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2.4 Summary

To connect all prior points on culture, exclusion and discrimination, a summary on how

these terms will be used throughout this will now be provided.

Although there are some recent debates on whether the terms discrimination and

exclusion can be used interchangeably, for the sake of this research project, it is assumed

they can. The term discrimination will be used throughout this thesis to refer to these

terms. Furthermore, the term inclusive will be used to refer to the opposite of discrimi-

nation. In this thesis, the term discrimination on cultural grounds will be referred to as

making an unjustified difference in the treatment of people resulting in excluding them

for everyday engagement in society, based on their country of origin, religion, appearance

and their believes as described by The Hofstede Model of National Culture. However, for

the sake of this research, it is important to understand that exclusion in texts, but also

in general, can happen unconsciously and unintentionally. Furthermore, it can occur as

a result of meta-stereotyping which makes the concept of discrimination and exclusion

sometimes hard to grasp for members of a majority group. As a result of that, cultural

discrimination in job advertising texts can be present, even though members of a majority

group are not aware of it or in some cases not in a position where they can understand it.

Regardless of the possible elusivity of the topic, the main objective of this thesis is

to investigate the racial bias and to design a classifier to efficiently detect this type of

discriminatory and exclusive phrases in job advertising texts. The sequence classifier

proposed to handle the task as described, will be trained and tested on the job description

texts as provided by Textmetrics.
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3 Data

In this section, the data that is used for the research on how to identify cultural

discrimination in job advertising texts is described. First, I will provide an overview of

the data set based on some basic statistics. Then, the different grades of discrimination

and their labels will be discussed, as well as the frequency of occurrence for these. To

conclude this chapter, the challenges and limitations of the data, and the way the data

is labeled will be discussed.

3.1 Data Description

The original data set provided by Textmetrics is retrieved by Jobdigger and contains

(mainly) Dutch job advertising texts. The data contains several different features per

job description, such as occupation, excerpt and company name. Table 3 provides an

overview of the data statistics.

Table 1: Overview of Data Statistics.

Data

# Job Descriptions Cleaned 1,190,968
# Sentences without Duplicates 5,865,749
Language Dutch

The original data set was cleaned from HTML tags. After preprocessing, the total

length of the data set is 1,190,968 job advertising texts. The features excerpt and

occupation are provided as provided in Example 1.

Example 1: A fragment of a job description text with excerpt and occupation.

Occupation: BI Developer

Exerpt: Als MR/SR BI developer beheer je een relevant deel van het

BI domein op expert niveau en ondersteun je collega’s op dit terrein. Je

ontwikkelt BI/DWH oplossingen voor klanten die gebruik maken van het

Inergy Cloud BI Services platform. De door jou ontwikkelde oplossingen wor-

den door Inergy gehost en als Cloud BI Services aan de klant aangeboden [...].
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After cleaning the data, Spacy was used to split the job descriptions up in sentences.

Since there were quite some German and English descriptions, all non-dutch sentences

were removed. As the last step, all the duplicated sentences were excluded from the

data set. The total number of sentences left after extracting duplicates and items in

other languages than Dutch, is 5,865,749.

3.2 Discrimination Labels and Distribution

The data was annotated by labeling sentences based on term occurrence. Since the

main purpose of this project is to offer handles in identifying and making the distinction

between different gradations of discrimination in text. To identify exclusive language, a

scheme is proposed to distinguish between different degrees of cultural discriminatory

phrases. There are three possible levels of discrimination to be distinguished, for which

the labels are a scale of how discriminatory a phrase possibly is. All sentences in the

data set were labeled based on the occurrence of terms collected based on literature

and Hofstede’s model of National Culture. The labels given to each of the sentences

represent the following:

• Label 0

No discriminatory ques present in text

The label 0 is given to all sentences that do not contain any form of discrimination.

• Label 1

Indirect discrimination in text

This label is given to all sentences that contain any of the terms marked as

indicative for a Dutch culture, as described in Section 2.1.6. The sentences labeled

as 1 are viewed as excluding since they contain words that might be less attractive

for job seekers from other cultures. However, these terms are not seen as offensive

and are thus seen as less discriminatory than sentences labeled as 2.

• Label 2

Direct discrimination in text

Sentences containing terms that are seen as discriminatory and possible offensive
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are labeled as 2. These sentences contain the most evident and less subtle form of

discrimination, which are presented in Table 3.

The list of terms rated as directly discriminatory, as provided in Appendix A, was used

to label the data on. After labeling the data based on these queries, the distribution of

the labels is represented in Table 2. A total of 12,710 instances were found containing

Table 2: Distribution of Labels in the Data.

Label # Occurrences

0 5,186,896
1 661,255
2 17,598

one or several of these direct discriminatory terms. Table 3 provides an overview of

which terms were found most frequently and how these terms occurred in the text.

Table 3: Instances in the Data Containing Cues for Direct Discrimination.

Discriminatory Term # Instances

betrouwbaar 8,585
integer 2,882
moedertaal 299
native speaker 269
verzorgd uiterlijk 234
vrijdagmiddagborrel 201
representatief uiterlijk 132
de kroeg in 7
je ziet er verzorgd uit 6
representatief in uiterlijk 3
representatief voorkomen in woord, gedrag en uiterlijk 2
representatief en vriendelijk in je uiterlijk 1
representatief is in woord, gedrag en uiterlijk 1
representatief in je uiterlijk 1
representatief voorkomen zowel in uiterlijk 1
representatief uiterlijk 1
westerse cultuur 1
representatief en verzorgd uiterlijk 1

When looking at the frequency of different direct discriminatory terms, it becomes

clear that the share of discriminatory sentences in the job advertising texts is quite
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small. The frequency of terms marked as indirect discriminatory based on Hofstede’s

Model of National Culture is higher. The most frequent indirect discriminatory terms

and their frequency are displayed in Table 4.

Table 4: Frequency of Occurrence of Indirect Discriminatory Terms.

Term # Occurrences

Power Distance equality 21,874
freedom 8,886
accountability 7,809
self-reliance 1,973
recognition 1,360

Femininity together 168,871
dependent 21,987
connected 2,593
loyal 1,641

Indulgence friendly 16,296
courteous 11

Long Term Orientation flexibility 7,344
perseverance 4,798
adaptability 536

Individualism goals 9,201
independence 5,871
choose 2,611

As Table 4 shows, terms related to Low Power Distance and Femininity are of

frequent occurrence. The interesting aspect about these numbers can be seen when we

compare them to the bar chart of scores for the nations of origin of the biggest groups

of people with a migration background in the Netherlands (Figure 1, Page 12). Since

the scores for The Netherlands on these two dimensions (together with individualism)

are very different in relation to how other cultures score on these dimensions, it is

remarkable that exactly the terms related to these dimensions are so frequent.

3.3 Challenges Regarding the Data

One of the remarkable things when looking at the frequency of the direct terms, is

that betrouwbaar (trustworthy) is by far the most frequent term, followed by integer.
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Although these terms were explained earlier as possible triggers due to meta-stereotyping,

people belonging to a majority group might not even see the problem with those words.

The fact that these two terms make up for 90.22% of all the instances marked as

Direct Discrimination could on one hand indicate that these terms might not be as

offensive as thought in the first place, or on the other hand that discrimination based

on meta-stereotyping is subtle to an extent that all (positive) terms used to describe

the applicant can be conceived as discriminatory.

Although there are quite some instances in the text for which indirect or direct

discrimination is found, when looking at the percentage of labels given, we can already

foresee one of the problems that might arise when working with this data. For the total

of almost 6 million sentences, only 11.27% is found to contain indirect discriminatory

terms. This percentage is even less for the sentences containing direct discrimination;

only 0.3% of the data set contains terms marked as directly discriminatory. To overcome

this limitation, a bootstrapping task is executed in order to expand the gold data.

3.4 Bootstrapping Task

The words and phrases collected by Textmetrics (See Appendix 3 for the complete list

of terms), are used as the Gold standard. Since there are only around 20 terms available

to indicate direct discrimination, there was an obvious need to bootstrap the available

data. The main idea behind this approach is to take the golden data and then re-sample

it, to create more simulated samples. By doing so, the original data will be expanded.

In order to expand the list of terms in an automatic manner, several approaches were

applied. One of the most straightforward ways to expand the Golden Discriminatory

terms was to generate synonyms using the Natural Language Toolkit5. However, this

attempt to generate more data appeared to be ineffective. As a consequence, a more

advanced technique had to be used to simulate the data. Since extracting synonyms

turned out to be an inefficient way to generate new data that could be classified as

direct discriminatory terms, Paraphrase Mining techniques were used to bootstrap the

original discriminatory data. First, the data set was split up in 5 random sampled

sets to overcome capacity limitations. One of those sets was used to extract sentences

5https://www.nltk.org
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containing the Direct Discriminatory terms as provided by Textmetrics. These sentences

were labeled as sentence 1. Then, paraphrases of these sentences were retrieved from

text using SentenceBERT (Bowman et al., 2015). The sentences were considered to

be similar when they were found to have a cosine similarity of ≥ 0.75. Paraphrases of

sentences 1 that do not contain a term defined as Direct Discriminatory themselves were

labeled as sentence 2. These sentences are expected to be in some way discriminatory

since they are similar to the sentences containing direct discrimination. Therefore, these

sentences are the ones used to enlarge the portion of gold data.

After executing this task, a total of 40 sentences were found to be similar to the

direct discriminatory sentences and to each other. A revision of these sentences will be

provided in Section 6.
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4 Methodological Framework

The third sub-question to be answered in this thesis is How to automatically classify

discriminatory cues in text?. To find an answer to this question, the different points

mentioned earlier will be connected. In this section, different systems will be designed

based on the related work described earlier. This section will include a description of

BERT, and its multilingual adaptions (mBERT), and XLM-RoBERTa. These systems

will be trained and tested on the data annotated based on the occurrence of direct

and indirect discriminatory terms. By conducting this experiment, I aim to build a

foundation for the answer to the third sub-question of this thesis.

4.1 Experimental Set-up

The task to be executed in this research is a classification task for which Bidirectional

Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) architectures are used. The BERT

multilingual base model, which will be used for the experimental setup of the current

thesis, has 12 layers, a total hidden size of 768 and 12 attention heads. For training en

testing, the sentences were tokenized, with a max of 512 tokens. The pre-trained BERT

model for sequence classification is used. This is a BERT model with a single linear

classification layer on top. The number of labels (3) was set as a parameter. The max

length of tokens (512) was reached in none of the cases.

BERTje. BERTje is based on a large and diverse data set of 2.4 billion tokens, in

contrast to mBERT, which is trained on Wikipedia data only. The data BERTje is

trained on comes from web news, the Multifaceted Dutch News Corpus, fiction novels,

and Wikipedia pages. de Vries et al. (2019) show that BERTje consistently outperforms

the mBERT model on various NLP tasks, such as sentiment analysis and POS-tagging.

However, not much literature is available on the performance of BERTje on other tasks,

such as sequence classification.

mBERT. The Multilingual BERT (mBERT) model can be used for NLP tasks in 104

different languages and is trained on Wikipedia data (Libovick et al., 2019). Although

BERTje is reported to perform well on tasks for which the data is in Dutch, it can be
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interesting to also include mBERT in the experimental set-up. The main reason for this

is that Textmetrics offers its tools in different languages such as English, German and

(in the future) Japanese. Therefore, designing a multi-lingual system, and comparing

its performance to the Dutch pre-trained model might provide valuable insight in how

to tackle the task of discrimination detection in job advertising texts.

XLM-RoBERTa. The last experiment that will be run in order to find out how to

efficiently classify discrimination in text is XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R). This model by

Conneau et al. (2019), in which XLM and roBERTa are combined, is used to portray

how the performance on cross-lingual transfer tasks can be improved by using a multi-

lingual pre-trained model. RoBERTa is built on BERT, but performs better as a result

of the modification of key hyper-parameters. Furthermore, RoBERTa removes the

next-sentence pre-training objective, and trains with much larger mini-batches and

learning rates than BERT models. Enriching this model with XLM, led to improvement

since XLM-R is now prepared on 2.5TB separated Common-Crawl data (Conneau et al.,

2020). Including XLM-RoBERTa in the experimental setup might be interesting since

XLM-R is trained on 15 different languages. Furthermore, XLM-R is used in this process

because the model for the given assignment should consider the full sentence to extricate

semantic highlights. In addition, Conneau et al. (2019) show that XLM-R outperforms

mBERT altogether on different cross-lingual benchmarks, which is important to take

into account for the multi-lingual purpose of the end product.

Due to technical limitations and the size of the data set, the experiments were run on

smaller chunks of the data. Even though the data set was reduced to avoid computational

overload, this did not significantly change the total percentage of discriminatory sentences.

For the total data set, 12.57% of all sentences were discriminatory, either direct or

indirect. After reducing the data set size, the percentage of all sentences containing any

form of discrimination was 13.21%. However, any inconsistency in numbers reported in

the following chapter, compared to earlier mentioned numbers can be explained on that

basis.
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4.2 Results

In this section of the current report, the results of executed experiments will be discussed.

In total, four different models were deployed to collect results. The first model was

the majority baseline, for which an average f-1 performance of 0.313 was found. The

main objective of the experimental set-up was to outperform the baseline using the

mBERT model, BERTje and XLM-RoBERTa. This baseline is probably too simplistic

to interpret the performance of the advanced models on, and is therefore more of a

formality to include than an absolute benchmark. However, the method for data labeling

in this research does not allow for a baseline build on queries. Since the data is solely

labeled based on queries, a system based on these as baseline would not be outperformed

by a system based on a language model. The results of the executed experiment can be

found in Table 5.

Table 5: Precision, Recall and F-score for All Classifier Systems.

label precision recall f1-score
BERTje

0 0.883 0.994 0.935
1 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.002 0.004 0.002

accuracy 0.878
macro avg 0.295 0.333 0.312
weighted avg 0.780 0.878 0.826

mBERT

0 0.945 0.035 0.068
1 0.013 0.000 0.001
2 0.002 0.949 0.004

accuracy 0.033
macro avg 0.320 0.328 0.025
weighted avg 0.836 0.033 0.061

XLM-RoBERTa

0 0.887 0.952 0.918
1 0.093 0.005 0.010
2 0.004 0.090 0.008

accuracy 0.842
macro avg 0.328 0.349 0.312
weighted avg 0.794 0.842 0.812
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In a first attempt to improve the performance of the baseline system, the mBERT6

model was used. The results of mBERT display a fairly low recall for both sentences

labeled as 0 and 1, in contrast to the recall for sentences labeled as 2. However, the

latter shows an incredibly low score on precision. To continue, the results as presented

in the table display the precision, recall and f-score for the classifier using the pretrained

Dutch BERTje7 model as well. BERTje was expected to outperform the multilingual

BERT model since the former was pre-trained on Dutch. The results give reasons to

accept this hypothesis since the model reaches a performance of 0.826. Of all classifiers

tested in this experiment, BERTje seems to reach the highest performance on the task

of classifying sentences based on the presence of discrimination, although label 1 is never

assigned to a sequence. To finalize this chapter, the results of XLM-RoBERTa8 will be

discussed. XLM-R is reported to reach high performances on various of NLP tasks, the

performance on classifying discrimination in text appears to be reasonable (0.812), and

the XLM-R model appears to be the best at assigning discrimination labels. However,

this performance is again mainly a result of the high performance on the negative class.

Again, the results reflect the data limitations rather than technical shortcomings.

6https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1yfr6l38uFnmsuRmMd XMXFU3WZanBeF4?usp=
sharing

7https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1JCO-rRnaJUmlvLzm8u2G1Tf46UkSu-cy?usp=sharing
8https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1B1uskHaCvV-QDTtHQCvWx-5UXKNRo1jW?usp=

sharing
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5 Annotation Task

In the previous sections, a framework is provided on how to identify discrimination in

job advertising text. As shown in the results of the classifying systems, is detecting

discrimination quite a challenging task. However, the obtained results were to be

expected based on the limitations of the data. In the current section, I will focus on

approaches to overcome these challenges.

The two main limitations of this research are the availability of data with a golden

standard, and the vague and under-defined nuance between discriminatory and non-

discriminatory phrases. Executing an annotation task could overcome both of these

challenges for several reasons. To use the given data for the purpose of training and

testing a model, the data needed to be annotated first. The data as provided by

Textmetrics was not yet annotated on discriminatory language, and there were no

annotation guidelines available to execute the annotation task yet. Furthermore, there

was no annotated corpus available for discriminatory language in formal texts. For this

thesis, the main idea is to find out in which ways discrimination in text occurs and how

this can be identified and classified. The proposed annotation task in this chapter aims

to contribute to that goal.

5.1 Annotation Process

When trying to analyze the data in order to tackle the problem of discriminatory terms

in job advertising texts it became clear that not only the problem of discrimination needs

to be addressed, but that there is a need for clear definitions and examples on when

texts are discriminatory - or can be perceived as discriminatory. After bootstrapping

the data, the main idea of this thesis was thus to write annotation guidelines on how

to identify different forms of discrimination in job advertising texts, and annotate the

data based on these guidelines. After extensive research on the literature and after

data analysis, creating annotation guidelines for a sensitive and subtle topic as cultural

discrimination appeared to come with a lot of challenges. These challenges and possible

ways to overcome them, will be discussed.
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One of the first challenges that I encountered during the execution of this research

was to theoretically describe the concept of discrimination in a generic, but as precise as

possible way. This term was described in the theoretical framework as the act of making

unjustified differences in the treatment of people. In this project, cultural discrimination

is the main topic of investigation. Thus, the unjustified treatment would be based on

cultural aspects such as religion, skin tone and nation of origin. However, providing this

definition to human annotators would not give them a lot of information to work with,

other than evident offensive terms such as racial slurs. Defining the task in a way that

human annotators can annotate the concept in a text without running into problems or

ambiguity issues, is therefore extremely challenging. As stated earlier, the Dutch gov-

ernment created guidelines to avoid discrimination in job advertising texts. They advise

to address the capacities, requirements and tasks and responsibilities that an appli-

cant should have to execute the job, and not address other (irrelevant) traits or activities.

In an annotation study to identify a racial bias in job advertising texts, there are

some important aspects to keep in mind for both researchers and annotators that deviate

from traditional annotation studies. To begin with, Inter Annotator Agreement for this

task should not be viewed as very relevant. The reason for this is that the task does

not have a clearly defined gold standard yet, as opposed to other NLP applications

such as Named Entity Recognition and POS-tagging. Furthermore, the importance of

clear annotation guidelines should be shifted more to the background than in traditional

annotation studies. The reason behind this is that discrimination does not lay in the

intention of the sender, but in the perception of the receiver. The main task at hand

for the annotators should thus be to mark the sentences that are offending to them, or

which they perceive as racially biased. However, this does not mean that there should be

no guidelines at all. Suggestions on how to guide the annotation process are discussed

in the following chapter.

5.2 Suggestions for Annotation Guidelines

In this subsection of the current report, ideas on how to design annotation guidelines are

provided. To contribute to the goal of describing how to efficiently classify discrimination

in job ads, main directives for the annotation process are invented. The main idea
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behind these directives is to provide frameworks for the process rather than giving a

clear defined set of guidelines of what to look for. These directives will now be discussed

and explained based on data exampled and results reported earlier.

1. Enrich the data with data statements

Although irrelevant activities such as ’Friday afternoon drinks’ occur 201 times in the

data set, there is no clear indication that all the 8,558 instances of being trustworthy

are intended to be and perceived as racist or discriminatory. Therefore, creating

annotation guidelines on how to identify discrimination in text are highly dependent

on the interpretation and background of the annotator. Furthermore, even when

the applicant is not directly described in terms of traits, discrimination can occur.

In addition, words that are related to a certain cultural dimension or culture can be

repellent for job seekers from another culture even though they are not discriminatory by

nature. The main challenges in identifying words referred to as indirect discriminatory is

that these terms are not exclusively used to describe the applicant, and that individuals

are blind to the terms related to the culture they identify with. Research by Bender and

Friedman (2018) proposes a way in which the ’social address’ of annotators is taken into

account when executing an annotation task. The so-called Data Statement of Annotator

Demographic provides information on the demographic characteristics of annotators

and the guideline developer(s). The proposed specifications should include age, gender,

race/ethnicity, native tongue, socioeconomic status and training in linguistics. By

including data statements in the data, a more transparent, ethical and scientific way to

process natural language is achieved.

Since giving a clear definition of cultural discrimination is hard, and there are no

real generic terms that indicate this type of discrimination, generating an annotated

corpus has to be done innovatively. A way to find out what we do not know is to

report what we do know. Enrichment of the data with Data Statements, as described

by Bender and Friedman, should form the basis of the annotation task. A diverse group

of annotators will be asked to annotate job descriptions. For all of the annotators

their demographics as mentioned earlier are included in the data set. All annotators

will be asked to indicate which words they find attractive and terms or phrases they

find repellent. Again, no real guidelines can be formed for this task. However, these
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guidelines are not needed since the Data Statements will provide enough information

on what discrimination in text really looks like.

2. Implement a scale to grade Direct Discrimination

The terms used to identify indirect discrimination provide a clear indication of the

writer’s origin. Since most individuals are unaware of the subtle differences in their

culture compared to another culture, these terms could still be used to label sentences

on as indirectly discriminatory. These sentences will still be labeled as 1. However,

another approach should be used to identify all other forms of a racial bias. To do so,

the scale should be expanded to a four-point scale. In total, five different labels can

be given to the sentences. The guidelines for scaling discrimination are based on the

following ideas:

1. The label Direct Discrimination can only be assigned to sequences

describing the applicant. Terms used to describe the company or the job

should never be marked as discriminatory.

2. The most vehement form of discrimination are the sequences containing

racial slurs and other offensive terms. These sentences should be annotated

as Grade 5.

3. Now a total of three grades are available to grade the discriminatory nature

of the phrase. The scores given are completely dependent on the background

and perception of the annotator. The annotator gets to decide whether the

sentence is non-discriminatory (Grade 1), perceived as discriminatory in

some extend or expected to be perceived as discriminatory by another reader

(Grade 2), or offensive based on racial grounds by the reader (Grade 3).

For the sentences marked as 1 by the annotators, the labels will be converted to 0

to avoid overlap in the automatically generated labels for indirectly discriminatory

sentences. Due to limited time, the annotation task will not be executed and documented

in the current thesis. However, by documenting the important aspects a clearer image

of the sociological and technical feasibility of this project is obtained.

3. Extracting evaluation data from deployment agencies

Another approach to enrich the data is to include data from the deployment agencies.

Data on application rates and demographic statistics of applicants could provide valuable
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information on which job ads are non-discriminatory and which ads could be improved

on inclusivity. However, if information on demographics is provided by the deployment

agencies, this could raise an ethical issue. Since this thesis is focused on mitigating a

racial bias, it would be contradictory to ask agencies to judge their applicants based on

cultural aspects. Therefore, the demographic statistics should be defined by applicants

or test subjects in an experimental set up themselves. However, both information

on application rate and cultural-demographic data are valuable. These types of data

are important to gain insight into which job descriptions form a threat to inclusive

recruitment and can be used as a measure of evaluation.
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6 Error Analysis

In the current thesis, different experiments were done to research discriminatory language

in job advertising texts. The first experiment executed was the bootstrapping task as

described in Section 3.4 for which the results will now be discussed.

6.1 Revision of the Bootstrapping Task Results

The bootstrapping task was executed on a fifth of the data set making up for about

1.2 million sentences, using the sBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) model. After

extracting the most similar sentences based on the terms marked as directly discrimina-

tory, a total of 40 sentences were found. Since a majority of those sentences are similar,

only the relevant part of them will be discussed. A full overview of the 40 sentences

can be found in Appendix B. The first remarkable fact about the extracted sentences

is that a great part of the sentences are similar to the following sentence: You have

good communication skills and you are flexible. Around 65% of the sentences to be

annotated describe that the applicant should have good communication skills and/or

is flexible. The need for sufficient communication skills is for a lot of jobs in which an

employee has customer contact important. Therefore, I would not identify and classify

these sentences as discriminatory. However, since I identify as a white female from a

Western culture, this judgment might be opposed for individuals identifying dissimilar.

Although these sentences might not be directly discriminatory, for the term flexible one

could argue that this term belongs to one of the words related to a culture scoring high

on the Long Term Orientation dimension.

To continue, there were a few sentences found that describe appearance in a way that

might be perceived as discriminatory by some people. Five of the sentences describe

the applicant’s appearance as representative, and are similar to the following example:

You look neat and presentable. However, these sentences should have been extracted

in the process of labeling the data set since the regular expressions were formed to

catch terms as representative appearance and neat. To conclude, the only sentence

that displays a racial bias will be discussed. This sentence, which can be viewed as

discriminatory, is the following (translated to English): Model 1: A slender young lady

with blond hair, must have the looks of someone who could win a Miss pageant between
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the ages of 16 and 30. Although there are some cases in which it is allowed to filter

applicants based on their looks, for example by casting bureaus, the problem with this

sentence is quite obvious. Specifying the applicant her hair color gives this sentence

its racist connotation. As a result of this finding, terms related to a white appearance

(blond/blonde) are included in the list of direct discriminatory terms.

6.2 Revision of Classifier Results

The second experiment executed to investigate the feasibility of classifying discrimination

in text was the design of different classifiers. In this section of the current report, the

results as displayed in Section 4.2 will be discussed in greater detail. In order to

gain more insight into how the different models perform on the task of discrimination

detection, the relevant part of the correctly and incorrectly identified sentences will be

discussed. A detailed overview of the gold labels and how they were predicted by the

different classifiers can be found in Table 6.

Table 6: Confusion Matrix BERTje, mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa.

BERTje

predicted 0 1 2
Gold
0 102,005 0 623
1 13398 0 34
2 254 0 1

mBert

predicted 0 1 2
Gold
0 3,676 451 99,501
1 202 6 13,224
2 13 0 242

XLM-RoBERTa

predicted 0 1 2
Gold
0 98,635 664 4,329
1 12,382 68 982
2 230 2 23

When looking at the confusion matrix of the classifier using BERTje, it is remarkable
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that label 1 is incorrectly predicted in for all instances, and label 2 is only correctly

predicted for one of the instances. Some of the points mentioned in the result section

already provided a quantification of the overall problem in classifying discrimination in

text. When looking at the confusion matrix for both mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa, as

provided in Table 6, very similar behavior can be seen. Although an error analysis is

usually provided to gain insight into the errors a system makes, is providing the wrongly

classified sentences not very informative in this case. One of the reasons for this is that

the best-performing model (BERTje) reached the highest score almost completely as a

result of correctly predicting the negative class.

An early assumption was that the language models would simply learn the queries

used to label the data, but results from the different models suggest this is not the case.

A possible explanation for these results is the class imbalance. As stated before, the

percentage of sentences containing discrimination, both in the total data set and the

reduced data set, is below 15 percent. As a result, the classifiers are already expected

to make a biased learning model in which the results show a poor predictive accuracy

for the minority classes, compared to the majority classes. The effect of class imbalance

is particularly observable for the mBERT classifier. The XLM-R model seems to suffer

from the same shortcoming of class imbalance. As shown in the confusion matrix, the

majority class reaches quite a high performance whereas both discrimination labels are

assigned less accurately.

To find out if the language models find sentences that could be possibly discriminatory,

the results will be discussed with a bottom-up approach. The main idea behind this

is that sentences labeled as non-discriminatory in the gold data, but are predicted as

directly or indirectly discriminatory, might be new cues for discrimination in text. For

this revision, the output of the XLM-R model was used. The total amount of sentences

revised for this chapter is 4993. The sentences were analyzed based on the possible

presence of a racial bias. However, most of the sentences showed clear indications of

discrimination. A few examples of sentences predicted to be directly discriminatory

(labeled as 2), but are non-discriminatory according to the golden standard will now be

discussed. The sentences are translated to English for the convenience of the reader.

The following two sentences are predicted to be discriminatory, but do not provide a
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real indication of a racial bias.

• This is a full-time position with the possibility of contracting with the

client!

• The call center is small-scale and currently consists of 12 employees.

Since most of the sentences in the set of false positives are like the former two, there is

no need to discuss them all in detail. However, some instances in the set provide some

valuable information regarding the task. The following three sentences were predicted to

be directly discriminatory. For the following sentences it becomes clear that the subtlety

of formulations is not picked up by the machine. As stated before, mentioning terms

asnative when talking about language proficiency is discriminatory whereas other looser

terms are not. The difference can be seen in the examples; stating a perfect command

might indeed be discriminatory, whereas good command is not.

• You master the Dutch language perfectly in word and writing.

• Good command of the Dutch language in word and writing.

Finally, the last sentences are included since it displays an interesting finding. Sentences

containing the verb beheersen (to master), are often predicted to be discriminatory.

One of the reasons for this might be that the language models picks up this verb in the

context of sentences regarding the native tongue of the applicant which are annotated

as discriminatory.

• You master make-up techniques.

• Managing and mastering communication lines

One of the advantages of advanced language models for classification tasks is that they

are able to capture contextual information. However, the contextual influence on the

discriminatory nature of a term can only be investigated when two sentences are provided,

one discriminatory and one not, containing the same possible discriminatory term. The

results suggest that the nuance between discriminatory terms and non-discriminatory

terms might be too small. Which has led to the idea that human annotators are

necessary to provide sufficient data to train and test the system on. Therefore, an

annotation task was proposed.
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Although the examples mentioned before were quite specific cases, there are some

general ideas that led from these results. First of all, it became clear that a language

model does pick up the similarities in context, but does not do this in an efficient way.

Generally speaking, the extent to which a phrase is considered to be discriminatory

does not depend on the verb used in a sentences, but seems to be more dependent on

the adjectives and adverbs used. This idea supports the belief that discrimination is

not necessarily what is said, but how it is said. For this reason, the identification and

classification of it is very challenging.
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7 Discussion

In this section of the current report on how to detect discriminatory phrases in job

advertising text, the challenges and limitations of this project will be revised. These

points will be explained and supported by the results of the performed experiments, as

well as on the challenges and limitations that were faced during this research. Analyzing

the feasibility and challenges of an undefined and insufficiently investigated task was

the main objective of this thesis. Two different challenges were found to be the main

limitations in this project.

To investigate the topic of cultural discrimination in job advertising text, being able

to accurately and unambiguously define the term cultural discrimination is required. A

critical point in the methodology of describing discrimination - which has its repercussion

on all aspects of this research - is that discrimination is mainly viewed to be the effect of

meta-stereotyping. However, this meta-stereotyping can be so subtle that all (positive)

terms used to describe the applicant can be conceived as discriminatory by a member

of a minority group. The effect of the mentioned drawbacks on the annotation task was

that no clear guidelines for annotating could be provided. One of the reasons for that

was that no effective solution was found to formulate a generic way to decide on whether

a sentence could and would be perceived as offensive or repellent for someone with a

different frame of reference. As a consequence, there was no sufficient annotated data

to train a system on. While Natural Language Processing has a broad range of benefits,

there are still some challenges when using it for such real-life problems. One of the NLP

challenges that played a critical role throughout this thesis is that of contextual words

and phrases. As shown, both in defining the task as in the process of bootstrapping

the data, is the discriminatory nature of a phrase almost completely dependent on its

context, which made it hard to define words and terms as discriminatory.

To overcome the problem of defining the terms - and with that problem of defining the

task, cultural discrimination was defined as making an unjustified difference between

individuals based on characteristics related to their culture. Although this term is

explained and described based on Hofstede his model for national culture, are there

some drawbacks to this approach. The first limitation of using a national model to
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describe culture is that an increasing amount of people is raised multilingual and

multicultural. As a result, the culture individuals identify with might not be the same

as their country of origin or their current home country, which makes it hard to rely on

national characteristics to describe a person its culture. Furthermore, a black Dutch

individual could carry a different cultural identity than a white Dutch individual. In this

thesis, the effect of both nation and appearance is tried to take into account. However,

measuring or indicating cultural identity is extremely hard due to its meta-personal

nature.

Nevertheless, the dimensions for national culture were used to invent queries, and these

queries were used as an indication for discrimination in text. One of the most obvious

shortcomings of this technique is that probably not all words that are indicative of the

Dutch background of the writer are included in the list of queries. Furthermore, the

terms used were shown to have very diverse linguistic behavior; these terms can be

verbs, nouns and adjectives which makes it hard for a system to detect the nuances in

discriminatory terms. On top of that are the terms marked as direct discrimination

based on the assumption of meta-stereotypes, which makes the results hard to verify by

the researcher and possible end-users (provided that they belong to a majority-group).

As the second step in this study, the bootstrapping task was executed. The motivation

behind this step was to overcome the limitation of having too little data available. By

carrying out the different steps for the bootstrapping task, more comprehension of the

problem and the task was gained. The first conclusion to draw from the bootstrapping

task is that sBERT is indeed accurate for extracting similar sentences. A reason to

believe this is that a great part of the extracted sentences is similar to each other,

and that the sentences extracted contain a description of the applicant to some extent.

Despite the small number of similar sentences extracted, the task did lead to a new

discriminatory term to include. Finally, the (attempt to) execute the annotation task

resulted in a better understanding of how to annotate discrimination in text.

Another important aspect of this thesis was the limitation of data inaccessibility. In

the current thesis, a first step in tackling this limitation was discussed in the annotation

task. Recommendations on how to execute an annotation study in the future were

discussed. To overcome the problems faced in the annotation process, enriching the data

with data statements of the annotators is proposed. The only way to decide whether
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the content of a text is problematic, would be to ask someone who originates from

outside The Netherlands if that text would be appealing to them to apply and if not,

what terms or phrases form a problem to them. Having data on both background of

annotators, as annotated terms and phrases would hopefully form a solid basis to train

and evaluate a classifier on.

To continue, the different shortcomings of the project were discussed. A shortcoming

of the data was that the total of discriminatory phrases in text is only 15%, which makes

the system very prone to errors as a result of class imbalance. Although class imbalance

can have a big impact on the performance of a system, the fact that the classes are this

imbalanced can be seen as a quantification of the problem. Certain terms are known to

be discriminatory to some job seekers, however, the relative frequency of these terms is

quite low. One could argue that this indicates that discrimination in job descriptions

occurs less frequently than assumed in the first instance. On the other hand could the

low frequency of discriminatory sequences reflect the methodological flaws of the current

research. The results of all three classification models make the flaws as discussed quite

evident. Due to the fact that all classifiers performed poorly on the task, no conclusions

can be drawn on the validity and generalizability for real-life cases. Although there

were various methodological issues in executing this study, the poor results might not

only be due to these issues. The vagueness of the topic, as well as the inaccessibility

of verified data, can be the cause that technology is not yet ready to correctly identify

discrimination in text.

To finalize this chapter, a recommendation on the system will be discussed. For

the design of a classifier, using a multilingual BERT model is recommended because

language models such as BERT are proven to outperform simplistic models on various

NLP tasks. Since these models have hidden layers, and their results are quite hard to

explicitly explain to end-users of the tool, assuring transparency of the data is crucial

considering the sensitivity of the topic. Especially on topics as discrimination and

other sensitive issues, this transparency in methodology and system design is of great

importance.
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8 Conclusion

In this thesis, the presence of discriminatory cues in job advertising texts was researched.

The main objective of the research was to investigate the technical and sociolinguis-

tic feasibility of identifying different forms of discriminatory sequences. The central

question to be answered was the following: How can cues for exclusive language use or

discrimination based on cultural grounds automatically be detected in job advertising

text?

Different experiments were conducted to form a sufficient answer to this question.

The results of this research showed that there is a need for corpora annotated on

discriminatory language, as well as the need for clear definitions and examples of what

discrimination exactly is, and how it is portrayed in written text. This has led to the

conclusion that discrimination in job advertising text is extremely hard to detect for

both humans and machines. The task will remain unsolved for now, but some valuable

results were found while investigating the topic of discrimination in job advertising

texts. For now, I believe that the discriminatory nature of a text does not lay in the

words used, nor the intention they are written down with, but in the reader its view.

However, the definition for cultural discrimination as proposed in this thesis, as well

as the grading scheme and annotation guidelines are hopefully a small contribution to

eliminating a racial bias in job ads, and can ideally help to solve the task in the future.
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A Discriminatory Terms

integer

accentloos Nederlands

foutloos nederlands

vlekkeloze beheersing

Native speaker

Moedertaal

Representatief uiterlijk

neutrale uitstraling

verzorgd uiterlijk

je ziet er verzogd uit

Nederlandse achtergrond

Turkse achtergond

Marokkaanse achtergrond

Nederlandse cultuur

Westerse cultuur

zwart

black-

wit

geel

rood

vrijdagmiddagborrel

borrel

de kroeg in

blond
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B Similar Sentences

Daarnaast draagt hij/ zij zorg voor een aantal praktische zaken zoals het schenken van

koffie en thee, bestellingen opnemen en afrekenen, het schoonhouden van de apparaten

die gebruikt worden en algemene licht huishoudelijke taken.

Je beschikt over goede communicatieve vaardigheden en je bent flexibel ingesteld. -

- Model 1: Een slanke jongedame met blond haar, moet de looks hebben van iemand

die een Miss verkiezing zou kunnen winnen tussen de 16 en 30 jaar.

Je beschikt over goede communicatieve vaardigheden en bent flexibel.

Je bent communicatief vaardig en initiatiefrijk

Je bent flexibel en beschikt over goede communicatieve vaardigheden.

- Betrouwbaar bent

-Betrouwbaar en verantwoordelijksheidsgevoel

• Verzorgd uiterlijk

Je bent communicatief vaardig, zowel schriftelijk als mondeling.

Verder ben je flexibel en beschikt over goede communicatieve vaardigheden;

Daarnaast ben je flexibel en stressbestendig.

Je bent nauwkeurig, gemotiveerd en flexibel

Je bent nauwkeurig, gemotiveerd en flexibel

Een representatieve uitstraling hebt

Je bent accuraat en communicatief sterk;

Je beschikt over goede communicatieve vaardigheden,

Tevens ben je stressbestendig en flexibel ingesteld.

Je hebt een verzorgd en representatief voorkomen.

Je hebt uitstekende communicatieve vaardigheden en bent resultaatgericht;

Je bent communicatief sterk en accuraat;

je goede communicatieve vaardigheden hebt.

Verder ben je stressbestendig en flexibel.

Je beschikt over goede communicatieve vaardigheden en beheerst

Om de klant optimaal te bedienen draag je zorg voor de goederenstroom van DKW-

producten binnen het filiaal rekening houdende met het Jumbo supermarktconcept,

Dit teneinde de gestelde marktpositie, gewenste uitstraling en doelstelling volgens de
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gestelde omzet- en kostendoelen zoals geformuleerd in het winkelplan cq.

Daarnaast ben je flexibel en ben je stressbestendig.

Je bent initiatiefrijk, oplossingsgericht en communicatief vaardig.

Je bent klantvriendelijk, stressbestendig en zelfstandig.

Betrouwbaar en gemotiveerd

Je ziet er verzorgd en representatief uit

Je bent communicatief sterk, zowel schriftelijk als mondeling. -

Je bent resultaatgericht en communicatief vaardig, zowel in spreken als in geschrift.

Je hebt een representatieve uitstraling

- Je beschikt over goede communicatieve vaardigheden.

Betrouwbaar en je hebt een hoog verantwoordelijkheidsgevoel

Je hebt goede communicatieve vaardigheden

Je hebt goede communicatieve vaardigheden, bent proactief en flexibel.

Je bent flexibel, gemotiveerd en ondernemend.

- je beschikt over goede communicatieve vaardigheden.
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